
I AM THE INTERSECTION

OF POWER, PASSION, &

PURPOSE

Certified Life & Executive Coach, TEDx Speaker, Author, Podcast Host, Retreat Cultivator, and Change
Champion for YOU. Lolita E. Walker is the single mom of one, who is at the forefront of a movement that
empowers women and teams to embrace their challenges AND triumphs, act in their strengths, and thrive in
the greatness that drives individual and group ownership toward a renewed vision of excellence. She helps
you to truly feel and trust the power within your pause.

After nearly 20 years, Lolita packed her faith, strengths, and experiences, then leaped from her senior position
in corporate america.  With a strong foundation and her savings account, she founded Walker & Walker
Enterprises, a personal and professional coaching and change consultancy.  Her company, Walker & Walker
Enterprises, creates intentional sacred-spaces for individuals, corporations, agencies, and groups.

Whether individual, teams of 5, 205, or beyond, Lolita is an expert at identifying, then successfully navigating
and sustaining both change and transition for herself and for others. Her coaching, speaking, courses,
retreats, podcast, and products leverage her proprietary strategies that continue to empower others to achieve
results.

Lolita and her team guide you to renewed clarity and ownership. They creatively challenge your thinking to
create road maps that align your individual or group's vision, core values, and results. Discovery, trust,
accountability, clarity, and commitment are a few of the cornerstones that Lolita has built her coaching and
consultancy upon.  She is an engineer and MBA by trade, and uniquely fuses her technical, business, and
personal expertise to guide others through the newness of their changing situations, which for some, prove
difficult to accept and navigate.

Her book, "The Intersection of You & Change" leads readers through 17 stops of challenging discovery.  It
shifts your mindset and current thinking of fear to confidence and chaos to clarity.  According to one of her
long-time clients, "this book is Lolita's signature retreat in print. It is simply POWERFUL!" A natural extension
of her portfolio is her podcast, "Coaching, Cocktails, & Conversations," where she meets you where you
are and coaches you up to where you need and deserve to be, while having conversations around, what she
calls, her virtual kitchen table.

Lolita graduated from Morgan State University as an Industrial Engineer and Simmons College as a Masters in
Business Administration. She is a woman and minority-owned small business owner, an active member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated and holds positions in several organizations. She has been where
you are and has gotten to where you seek to be - in a renewed state of being free and thriving. The benefit of
having a partner who has reached the finish line successfully and systematically, is knowing that her coaching
program, products, and services are the enablers to help you and your teams soar beyond where they are
today.  

WWW.LOLITAWALKER.COM


